
Steeda Adjustable Pedal Stop 
94-04 Mustang 

Installation Instructions 
 

Note: This product is not designed to work with the factory self adjusting clutch quadrant.  It must 

be used with a nonadjustable clutch quadrant and an adjustable cable or firewall-mounted cable-

adjuster. 

 

The pedal stop sets the height of the clutch pedal at rest. 

The adjustable cable and/or firewall adjuster sets the 

cable tension and clutch release point. 

The clutch cable tension must be set after the pedal 

height is set. 

 

1. Loosen the clutch cable and/or disconnect it so that the 

clutch pedal hang down close to the floor.  This will give 

you room to work under the dash.  

2. Set the parking brake and move the drivers seat back as 

far as possible to give you room to work.   

3. Assemble the stop-bolt in the pedal stop bracket as pictured.  Install the lock nut 

on the opposite side of the bracket from the bolt head, as pictured. 

4. Install the stop bracket onto the pedal support bracket, under the dash.  The 

pedal-stop bracket attaches to the pedal support bracket by the clutch pedal.  It 

goes on the outside of the bracket, closest to the side of the car. 

 Tilt the stop-bracket to hook the edge of it underneath the rolled lip of the pedal 

support.  Line up the notch in the stop-bracket with the bottom edge of the pedal 

support. 

5. Line up the bottom hole in the stop-bracket with the bottom hole in the pedal 

support and install the short bolt.  Insert the bolt from the 

outside with the washer and nut on the side closer to the 

center of the car. 

6. Set the pedal height by turning the stop bolt.  Tighten the 

nut to lock in the adjustment.  

WARNING: Setting the pedal height too low will 

prevent the clutch from fully releasing, and premature 

wear may occur on the transmission synchronizers.  

7. Adjust the clutch cable tension with your adjustable 

cable or firewall adjuster.  Adjust the cable as normal, 

per the instructions from the cable adjuster 

manufacturer. 
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